Introduction
============

With the rapid accumulation of the scientific literature, there is an increasing interest in extracting semantic relations between chemicals and diseases described in text repositories, as they play an important role in many areas in healthcare and biomedical research ([@baw042-B1]).

Identification of chemical--disease relations (CDRs), such as mechanistic and biomarker/correlative relations from the literature, can be helpful in developing chemicals for therapeutics and improving studies on chemical safety and toxicity. Nevertheless, manual annotation of CDR from unstructured free text into structured knowledge, such as the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) project ([@baw042-B4]), is costly and inefficient to keep up with the rapid growth of the biomedical literature.

Although some previous attempts ([@baw042-B5]) have been made on automatic biomedical information extraction from free-text corpora, many tasks such as identifying relevant biomedical concepts ([@baw042-B9]) and extracting relations between biomedical entities ([@baw042-B12], [@baw042-B13]) still remain challenging. In addition, few relation extraction tools in biomedical domain are freely available, and their application to real-world scenarios is limited.

In order to promote research on these issues, the BioCreative-V community proposed a challenging task of automatic extraction of CDR from the biomedical literature. The task was aimed to provide practical benefits to biocuration, and consisted of two specific subtasks: Disease Named Entity Recognition and Normalization (DNER). The primary step for automatic CDR extraction is DNER, which was found to be difficult in previous BioCreative tasks ([@baw042-B14], [@baw042-B15]). For this subtask, participants were given the abstracts of raw PubMed articles and asked to return normalized concept identifiers for disease entities. In this subtask, both chemicals and diseases were described using the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)-controlled vocabulary.Chemical-induced disease (CID) relation extraction. Participants were provided with the same raw text as DNER, and asked to return a ranked list of chemical and disease entity pairs with normalized concept identifiers with which CIDs were associated in the abstract. For this task, the CID relations referred to two specific types of interactions between a chemical and a disease, i.e. molecular mechanism relation and biomarker relation.

In the CID subtask, the molecular mechanistic relationship between a chemical and a disease means that the chemical may play a role in the etiology of the disease (e.g. exposure to chemical X causes lung cancer). The biomarker relationship between a chemical and a disease indicates that the chemical correlates with the disease (e.g. increased abundance in the brain of chemical X correlates with Alzheimer disease).

In particular, the CID relation is determined between two entities, i.e. a chemical and a disease, rather than two mentions, which means that the relationship can be derived either from one sentence, or from a discourse spanning several sentences. Since chemical and disease entities may have multiple mentions scattered in different sentences in a document, the CID relations are essentially interpreted at document level. We regard the case as 'Intra-sentence Level' where two mentions of chemical and disease entities occur in the same sentence or as 'Inter-sentence Level' otherwise. The CID relation extraction task can be boiled down from document level to mention level, taking the following sentences into consideration:"*After 2 individuals with* ***psoriasis*** *developed a* ***capillary leak syndrome*** *following treatment with oral* ***sirolimus*** *lesional skin cells and activated peripheral blood cells were analyzed for induction of apoptosis.OBSERVATIONS: A keratome skin specimen from 1 patient with* ***sirolimus****-induced* ***capillary leak syndrome*** *had a 2.3-fold increase in percentage of apoptotic cells (to 48%) compared with an unaffected* ***sirolimus****-treated patient with* ***psoriasis*** *(21%).Because patients with severe* ***psoriasis*** *may develop* ***capillary leak*** *from various systemic therapies, clinical monitoring is advisable for patients with* ***inflammatory*** *diseases who are treated with immune modulators.*"

Above sentences are extracted from the same document (PMID: 10328196). Among them, the texts in bold are mentions of chemical or disease entities, where '***sirolimus***' refers to a chemical entity whose concept identifier is D020123 (C1), '***capillary leak syndrome***' and '***capillary leak***' represent the same disease entity whose concept identifier is D019559 (D1), '***psoriasis***' refers to a disease entity whose concept identifier is D011565 (D2) and '***inflammatory***' refers to another disease entity with the concept identifier of D007249 (D3). The chemical C1 has intra-sentence level co-occurrence with diseases D1 and D2, respectively, in both sentences (*a*) and (*b*), while it has inter-sentence level co-occurrence with the disease D3. Between C1 and D1, there is a true CID relation.

The BioCreative-V task required all participants to use web services for online evaluation. One of the benefits of online evaluation was that the task organizer could remotely request text-mined results in real-time without additional investment in text-mining tool adoption and technical infrastructure.

In this article, we report our approach to the CID relation extraction subtask of the BioCreative-V CDR task. Our primary goal was to develop a relation extraction system that could scale well over free text documents using machine learning approaches. We first extracted CID relations at mention level by using two maximum entropy based classifiers with various features for intra- and inter-sentence levels, respectively. Then we merged these results to obtain CID relations between entities at document level. Additionally, the hypernym relationship between entity concepts was leveraged during the training stage to remove negative instances as well as during the testing stage to filter positive instances in order to further improve the extraction performance. Currently, we mainly focused on the CID relation extraction at intra-sentence level using general natural language processing technologies.

Methods
=======

This section illustrates our supervised learning approach to the CID relation extraction. [Figure 1](#baw042-F1){ref-type="fig"} presents the overall architecture of our system. The system took raw text documents in the PubTator format ([@baw042-B16], [@baw042-B17]) as input, then extracted CID relations at mention level by maximum entropy classifiers and finally merged the classification results to acquire relations between entities at document level. The whole process of our approach can be divided into five sequential steps as follows: Figure 1.System workflow diagram.

Relation instance construction
------------------------------

In this step, pairs of chemical and disease mentions in the form of* \<chemical mention, disease mention\>* were extracted as relation instances by employing several heuristic filtering rules on both training and testing datasets.

All the instances were generated from chemical and disease mentions in the same document in a pairwise way, i.e. if a document contained *m* different chemical mentions and *n* different disease mentions, there were *m *×* n* different chemical and disease mention pairs. These mention pairs were pooled into two groups at intra-sentence level and inter-sentence level, respectively. The former means that a mention pair was from the same sentence, while the latter means otherwise. After applying different heuristic filtering rules, the left mention pairs were taken as relation instances. In addition, since the CID task concerned fine-grained relationships between chemicals and diseases, the general relations that were not disease specific should be excluded (e.g. toxicity) ([@baw042-B18]). We removed relation instances that were not disease specific by following the annotation guideline of CDR corpus ([@baw042-B18]) according to the MeSH-controlled vocabulary \[e.g. 'Drug-Related Side Effects and Adverse Reactions' (D064420)\].

When constructing training instances, it was assumed that if two entities were involved in the same relation, any sentence that contained these two entity mentions would express that relationship. That is, if the relation between the two entities of the mention pair was annotated as true, we would take this mention pair as a positive instance; otherwise, it would be taken as a negative instance. The filtering rules for intra-sentence level and inter-sentence level instances are detailed in Section 'Relation instance construction for intra-sentence level' and Section 'Relation instance construction for inter-sentence level', respectively.

### Relation instance construction for intra-sentence level

### 

Prior to relation extraction, relation instances at intra-sentence level for both training and testing processes should be constructed. For this purpose, we applied some simple yet effective heuristic rules as follows: The token distance between the two mentions in an instance should be less than *k* (here we set *k* to 10 empirically).If there are multiple mentions in a sentence that refer to the same entity, the nearest pair of chemical and disease mentions should be kept as the instance.Any mention that occurs in parentheses should be ignored.

For instance, there are four mentions in sentence (*b*): two refer to the same chemical entity C1, one refers to the disease entity D1, and one refers to another disease entity D2. The first mention of C1 and the mention of D1 will constitute an intra-sentence level instance of \<***sirolimus***, ***capillary leak syndrome***\>, whose token distance is 3. The second mention of C1 and the mention of D2 will constitute another instance of \<***sirolimus*, *psoriasis***\>, whose token distance is 5. Other combinations of chemical and disease mentions will be discarded because of the overlong token distance.

### Relation instance construction for inter-sentence level

The relation instance construction at inter-sentence level for training and testing complied with the following heuristic rules: Only the entities that are not involved in any intra-sentence level instance are considered at inter-sentence level.The sentence distance between two mentions in an instance should be less than *n* (here we set *n* to 3 empirically).If there are multiple mentions that refer to the same entity, keep the pair of chemical and disease mentions that results in the nearest distance.

For instance, there are three mentions in sentence (*c*), referring to three different disease entities, and there is no chemical mention in the sentence. The mention of '***inflammatory***' will be paired with the mention of '***sirolimus***' to construct an instance at inter-sentence level, since only inter-sentence level co-occurrence is found between these two entities. However, the mentions of '***psoriasis***' and '***capillary leak***' will be omitted since the pairs of the two entities to which these mentions refer have intra-sentence co-occurrence with chemicals in other sentences.

Hypernym filtering for training instances
-----------------------------------------

In some cases, there was a hypernym/hyponym relationship between concepts of diseases or chemicals, where a concept was subordinate to another more general concept. However, the goal of the CID subtask aimed to automatically extract the relationships between the most specific diseases and chemicals, i.e. the relations between hyponym concepts should be considered rather than hypernym concepts. For instance, taking the following sentences into consideration:"d. ***Carbamazepine****-induced* ***cardiac dysfunction****.*e. *A patient with sinus* ***bradycardia*** *and* ***atrioventricular block****, induced by* ***carbamazepine****, prompted an extensive literature review of all previously reported cases.*"

Above two sentences are extracted from the same document (PMID: 1728915), where (*d*) is from the title and (*e*) is from the abstract. In the sentences, the texts in bold are mentions of chemical or disease entities, where '***Carbamazepine***' and '***carbamazepine***' both stand for a chemical entity whose concept identifier is D002220 (C2); '***cardiac dysfunction***' stands for a disease whose concept identifier is D006331 (D4); '***bradycardia***' stands for a disease whose concept identifier is D007249 (D5); and '***atrioventricular block***' stands for a disease with the concept identifier of D054537 (D6). In the sentences, there are three CID relations, i.e. C2-D4, C2-D5 and C2-D6. The latter two are more specific than the first one because D4 is the hypernym of both D5 and D6. According to the annotation guideline of the corpus, the relations of C2-D5 and C2-D6 should be annotated as true while the relation of C2-D4 should not.

However, from the perspective of relation extraction, the phrase '***Chemical****-induced* ***Disease***' in sentence (*d*) is a typical pattern for positive relation instance. If this instance is regarded as a negative instance in the training data, it will definitely confuse the classifier and cause its performance deterioration. Therefore, in the hypernym filtering step, we used the MeSH tree numbers of concepts to determine the hypernym relationship between entities in a document and removed those negative instances that involved entities which were more general than other entities already participating in the positive ones. For example, the C2-D4 instance in sentence (*d*) would be removed from the negative training data. However, we did not take a more aggressive step to include it as a positive one.

Relation extraction
-------------------

CID relation extraction could be recast as a binary classification problem. The training instances were fed into a learner to derive a classification model which was in turn used to predict the relationship for the test instances. Typically, both the training and test instances were represented as feature vectors. Therefore, the feature selection played an important role in feature-based supervised learning. In the following sections, we propose various lexical features and dependency features for relation recognition at both intra- and inter-sentence levels.

### Feature extraction for intra-sentence level

Various lexical, syntactic and semantic features had been leveraged in ([@baw042-B19]) to extract semantic relations between entities from newswire texts. Following the same line, both lexical and dependency features could also be used in biomedical domain, among which the lexical features we used were similar to those in ([@baw042-B19]). ♦ Lexical features (LEX):CMTXT: chemical mention textCBOW: bag-of-words of chemical mentionCPOS: part of speech of chemical mentionDMTXT: disease mention textDBOW: bag-of-words of disease mentionDPOS: part of speech of disease mentionWVNULL: when no verb in betweenWVFL: when only one verb in betweenWVTFL: the verb when only one verb in betweenWVLFL: verb lemma when only one verb in betweenWVF: first verb in between when at least two verbs in betweenWVFLM: first verb lemma in between when at least two verbs in betweenWVL: last verb in between when at least two verbs in betweenWVLLM: last verb lemma in between when at least two verbs in betweenWVO: other verbs in between except the first and last verbsWVOLM: other verb lemmas in between except the first and last verbsWBF: first word in between when at least two words in betweenWBFLM: first word lemma in between when at least two words in betweenWBFPOS: part of speech of the first word in between when at least two words in betweenWBL: last word in between when at least two words in betweenWBLLM: last word lemma in between when at least two words in betweenWBLPOS: part of speech of the last word in between when at least two words in betweenWBNULL: when no word in betweenWBFL: when only one word in betweenWBTFL: the word when only one word in betweenWBLFL: word lemma when only one word in betweenWBTPOS: part of speech of the word in between when only one word in betweenBM1F: first word before the first mentionBM1FL: first word lemma before the first mentionBM1L: second word before the first mentionBM1LL: second word lemma before the first mentionAM2F: first word after the second mentionAM2FL: first word lemma after the second mentionAM2L: second word after the second mentionAM2LL: second word lemma after the second mentionWINT: whether the instance occurs in title♦ Dependency features (DEP):DPR2C: dependency path from root to chemical mentionDPR2D: dependency path from root to disease mentionDPC2D: dependency path from chemical mention to disease mentionDPC2DR: dependency path from chemical mention to disease mention with relation tagsDPNS: sequence of dependency nodes from chemical mention to disease mentionVBLS: sequence of verb lemmas from chemical mention to disease mentionWCDD: whether chemical mention and disease mention connect directlyWRCD: whether root and chemical mention connect directlyWRDD: whether root and disease mention connect directly

### Feature extraction for inter-sentence level

### 

Since two mentions occurred in different sentences, only lexical features could be used for inter-sentence level. ♦ Lexical features (LEX):CBOW: bag-of-words of chemical mentionCPOS: part of speech of chemical mentionDBOW: bag-of-words of disease mentionDPOS: part of speech of disease mentionSDIST: sentence distance between chemical mention and disease mentionCFRQ: chemical frequency in documentDFRQ: disease frequency in documentWCO: whether the chemical is the only chemical entity in the documentWDO: whether the disease is the only disease entity in the documentSMBLOCK: whether the chemical and disease mentions occur in the same text block, e.g. 'BACKGROUND' section, 'CONCLUSIONS' section.

Relation merging
----------------

After the relation extraction at mention level, we need to merge the results to acquire final relations between entities at document level. One assumption was that a pair of entities could have multiple pairs of mentions at intra-sentence level or inter-sentence level, and if at least one pair of these mentions explicitly supported the CID relationship, we would believe the two entities have the true CID relation.

Post-processing
---------------

After relation merging, we employed the MeSH-controlled vocabulary again to resolve the redundancy caused by the hypernym relationship among the instances extracted from the same document. The main idea was similar to the discussion in Section 'Hypernym filtering for training instances' except that it was applied to the test instances rather than to the training instances.

Results and discussion
======================

In this section, we first present a brief introduction to the CDR corpus, and then we systematically evaluate the performance of our approach on the corpus.

Dataset
-------

The CDR corpus contained a total number of 1500 articles (only titles and abstracts) ([@baw042-B20]). The corpus was further split into three subsets: training, development and test sets with 500 articles for each. The training and development sets as well as 400 articles of the test set were randomly selected from the CTD-Pfizer corpus ([@baw042-B4]), which was generated from a collaborative biocuration process ([@baw042-B23]). The remaining 100 articles in the test set had not been curated previously by CTD, and were selected through a process similar to the previous CTD curation process in order to ensure the similar relation distribution with the training and development datasets.

[Figure 2](#baw042-F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the annotation format of the document (PMID: 1728915). The first row shows the title, and the second row shows the abstract. The '\|t\|' and '\|a\|' are separators used to distinguish title and abstract texts from entity and relation annotations. The rows below the abstract are entity mentions. Each mention is annotated with six attributes separated by the Tab keys, i.e. '*PMID \< tab \> START OFFSET \< tab \> END OFFSET \< tab\> MENTION TEXT \< tab \> MENTION TYPE (*i.e. *Chemical or Disease)\<tab \> IDENTIFIER*'. The 'START OFFSET' is the offset of the first character in the mention while the 'END OFFSET' is the offset of the last character. The CID relation is annotated at document level using concept identifiers to express the relationship. Each relation is annotated with four attributes separated by the Tab keys, i.e. '*PMID \< tab \> RELATION TYPE \< tab \> CHEMICAL IDENTIFIER \< tab \> DISEASE IDENTIFIER*'. Figure 2.An annotation example of the CDR corpus.

[Table 1](#baw042-T1){ref-type="table"} shows the statistics on the numbers of articles and relations in the corpus. From the table, we can see that the three datasets have similar numbers of CID relations, which makes the corpus more balanced for training and evaluation. Table 1.The CID relation statistics on the corpusTask DatasetsNo. of ArticlesNo. of CID RelationsTraining5001038Development5001012Test5001066

Preprocessing and evaluation metrics
------------------------------------

As the first step, the tokenization of biomedical text is non-trivial and will significantly affect natural language processing pipelines ([@baw042-B24]). In this article, a simple tokenizer in ([@baw042-B24]) was adopted, which could break words into either a contiguous block of letters and/or digits or a single punctuation mark. For example, the string '*Lidocaine-induced*' would be split into three tokens: 'Lidocaine', '-', and 'induced'. Although it led to larger number of tokens, the tokenization was considered as a standard process in natural language processing and made the dataset highly consistent with downstream components ([@baw042-B24]). After tokenization, the Stanford CoreNLP Tools ([@baw042-B25]) were used for sentence splitting, part-of-speech tagging and lemmatization.

In order to get dependency structures for sentences, we first employed the BLLIP reranking parser ([@baw042-B26]) (aka Charniak--Johnson parser) with *GENIA + PubMed* model (<https://github.com/BLLIP/bllip-parser/>) to obtain the constituent syntactic parsing trees, then we extracted the dependency structures from these constituent syntactic structures. In order to avoid entity mentions being split into multiple parts during the parsing process, we renamed the mentions in the form of '*DocumentID_startOffset_endOffset_mentionType*'. For instance, the sentence (*a*) in Section 'Introduction' would be processed as the following form before fed to the BLLIP parser:"After 2 individuals with Doc_10328196_309_318_Disease developed a Doc_10328196_331_354_Disease following treatment with oral Doc_10328196_385_394_Chemical lesional skin cells and activated peripheral blood cells were analyzed for induction of apoptosis."

For the classifier, the Mallet MaxEnt classifier ([@baw042-B27]) was adopted because of its universality and effectiveness for classification problems, and all the parameters remained as default.

Experiments were evaluated by commonly used metrics of the Precision (P), Recall (R) and harmonic *F*-score (F1). These metrics are calculated based on the numbers of true positives (TP), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) returned by the system: $$\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{TP}}{\text{TP} + \text{FP}}$$ $$\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{TP}}{\text{TP} + \text{FN}}$$ $$F\text{-score} = \frac{\text{2} \cdot \text{Precision} \cdot \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}$$

In addition, since there was no manual annotation available at intra- or inter-sentence level, it is hard to evaluate the extraction performance at intra- and inter-sentence levels, respectively. Therefore, we approached this problem in an approximate way based on the assumption in Section 'Relation instance construction'. After the step of instance construction, a relation instance at mention level would be automatically labeled as true if the gold annotation was true between its chemical and disease entities, otherwise as false. This method was essentially similar to the distant supervision ([@baw042-B28]), which is usually used to automatically generate training examples from database records. The examples generated in this way usually contain noise. Nevertheless, it is a simple way to evaluate the extraction performance at mention level by taking these automatically generated labels as ground truth.

After merging the results at both intra- and inter-sentence levels, the evaluation for global performance was performed by comparing the system final output against the gold annotation at document level.

Experimental results
--------------------

Our experimental results are presented in the following order: Evaluation of the various linguistic features on the development dataset.Evaluation on the test dataset, and comparison with the related works.

### Performance on the development dataset

### 

[Table 2](#baw042-T2){ref-type="table"} compares the performance of relation extraction at intra-sentence level and inter-sentence level, as well as the performance of the final results at document level on the development set using gold entity annotations. 'LEX', 'DEP' and 'HF' denote lexical features, dependency features and the hypernym filtering step mentioned in Section 'Methods'. When comparing different levels of relations, the approach only using the lexical features is regarded as the baseline. Table 2.Performance on the development datasetMethodsIntra-sentence levelInter-sentence levelFinal CID Relation*P*(%)*R*(%)*F*(%)*P*(%)*R*(%)*F*(%)*P*(%)*R*(%)*F*(%)LEX (baseline)**68.0**59.263.346.033.138.558.152.755.3DEP67.754.260.2------58.751.254.7HF+LEX66.765.566.1**46.239.042.3**57.458.658.0HF+DEP65.561.863.6------56.657.457.0HF+LEX+DEP67.7**67.667.7**------58.3**60.1**59.2Post-Processing------------**61.9**59.0**60.4**[^2]

Note that DEP was unavailable for inter-sentence level, while HF and LEX could be applied to both levels. Post-processing was executed at document level based on the optimal feature combination after the relation merging step, i.e. 'HF+LEX + DEP'. The table indicates that: Only using the lexical features, the final performance of *F*-score was able to reach as high as 55.3%, and the performance at intra-sentence level was much higher than that at inter-sentence level. This suggests that lexical features were simple yet more effective for intra-sentence level than for inter-sentence level. This is probably because the CID relations at inter-sentence level spanned several sentences and thus had much more complex structures that the traditional lexical features could not capture effectively.Though the performance by dependency features was slightly lower than that by lexical features, its *F*-score still reached as high as 60.2%. This is probably because of its capability to represent the direct syntactic relationships between different entity mentions in a sentence.On the basis of lexical or dependency features, hypernym filtering significantly improved the recall for both intra- and inter-sentence levels, leading to the *F*-scores of 66.1% and 42.3% for two levels, respectively. This indicates that filtering the more general negative instances from the training set caused more true relation instances to be recalled, justifying our hypothesis in the Section 'Hypernym filtering for training instances'.Combining HF, LEX and DEP, our system achieved the best performance for relation extraction. After merging the relations from mention level to document level, the *F*-score reached as high as 59.2%.After post-processing, the *F*-score further reached as high as 60.4%. The minor decrease in the recall may be caused by the fact that there were some false annotations for the relations with more general entities.

To understand why the task is challenging, we have closely examined the errors and grouped the reasons as follows: ■ For intra-sentence level:Lexical sparsity: Sentences that describe the CID relations using rarely occurring words may not be captured effectively. For instance, in the sentence '*Fatal* ***haemorrhagic myocarditis*** *secondary to* ***cyclophosphamide*** *therapy.*' (PMID: 11271907), the key clue '... *secondary to* ...' occurs less frequently in the corpus.The structure of sentence is complicated: If a sentence has a complicated structure, our method may not extract the CID relations correctly. For instance, in the sentence '*The epidemiologic findings are most consistent with the hypothesis that chronic* ***cocaine*** *use disrupts dopaminergic function and, when coupled with recent cocaine use, may precipitate agitation, delirium, aberrant thermoregulation, rhabdomyolysis, and* ***sudden death****.*' (PMID: 8988571), though the relation between '***cocaine***' (D003042) and '***sudden death***' (D003645) is true, the token distance is too long and there are conjunction structures between mentions in the sentence.True relations are neglected in annotation: A close-up analysis on the results shows that some of our false-positive predictions are actually true-positive. For instance, in the sentence '*This increase in aggressiveness was not secondary to* ***METH****-induced* ***hyperactivity****.*'(PMID: 16192988), the relation between '***METH***' (D008694) and '***hyperactivity***' (D006948) was extracted by our system. This relation is not annotated in the document; however, it is actually annotated in the documents of PMID: 15764424 and PMID: 10579464.Inconsistent annotation: Correlated with the same entity, some relations are annotated while others are not. For instance, in the sentence '*One patient group developed sinus tachycardias in the setting of a massive* ***carbamazepine overdose****.*'(PMID: 1728915), the relation between '***carbamazepine***' (D002220) and '***overdose***' (D062787) is not annotated; however, in the sentence '*The possibility of choreoathetoid movements should be considered in patients presenting after* ***pemolineoverdose****.*'(PMID: 9022662), the relation between '***pemoline***' (D010389) and '***overdose***' (D062787) is annotated.■ For inter-sentence level:Discourse inference is needed: This is the most common error type at inter-sentence level. The inter-sentence level relations are expressed spanning multiple sentences, thus discourse inference including co-reference resolution is needed for the relation extraction. For instance, in two sentences '*Adverse events considered to be related to* ***levofloxacin*** *administration were reported by 29 patients (9%). The most common drug-related adverse events were diarrhea*, ***flatulence****, and nausea; most adverse events were mild to moderate in severity.*' The relation between '***levofloxacin***' (D064704) and '***flatulence***' (D005414) is true, while the phrase of '*Adverse events*' is the anchor bridging the two entities.Inconsistent annotation: Correlated with the same entity, some relationships are annotated while others are not. This problem is similar to that at intra-sentence level.

### Performance on the test dataset

### 

During the BioCreative-V CID subtask, since the online evaluation only concerned the relation extraction results based on named entity recognition for participants, it is necessary to report our performance on the test dataset using the gold-standard entity annotations to exclude the influence from the named entity recognition step. [Table 3](#baw042-T3){ref-type="table"} reports the performance of our approach on the test dataset using the gold entity annotations. The classification models were trained on the combination of both training and development datasets. The table shows that the performance scores were similar to that on the development dataset. However, the performance of inter-sentence level was much lower than that on the development set. Table 3.Performance on the test datasetResults*P*(%)*R*(%)*F*(%)Intra-sentence level67.468.968.2Inter-sentence level51.429.837.7Final CID Relation62.055.158.3

### Comparison with other systems

In [Table 4](#baw042-T4){ref-type="table"}, we compare our current results with the top two systems ([@baw042-B29], [@baw042-B30]), the official benchmarks and our official results ([@baw042-B20], [@baw042-B31]) when participating in the BioCreative-V online evaluation. Both of our current and online systems employed tmChem ([@baw042-B10]) and DNorm ([@baw042-B11], [@baw042-B32]), the state-of-the-art named entity recognizers for chemicals and diseases, respectively. In particular, the best official *F*-score of DNorm is 78.2%. Since there are two different models of tmChem whose best performances of *F*-scores are 86.6% and 87.4%, respectively, the second model was adopted in our system to recognize chemicals. Table 4.Comparisons with the related worksMethodsRTNo. of TPNo. of FPNo. of FN*P*(%)*R*(%)*F*(%)Abstract level--815414525116.476.527.1Sentence level--570167249625.453.534.5Xu et al. ([@baw042-B27])862349644355.758.457.0Pons et al. ([@baw042-B28])1657454449251.353.852.6Our online results535834670850.933.640.5Approach in this article1343935562755.341.247.2[^3]

Xu et al. ([@baw042-B29]) employed various drug-side-effect resources to generate knowledge-based features as well as ngram word features for training a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to extract CID relations. In particular, when training the classifier they took advantage of relation labels of chemical and disease pairs in the CTD ([@baw042-B4]) knowledge base, from which the CDR corpus was mainly generated.

Pons et al. ([@baw042-B30]) also used prior knowledge about chemicals and diseases to generate knowledge-based features with a fine tuned SVM classifier. They utilized the direct and indirect relation paths between chemicals and diseases in the knowledge base of BRAIN ([@baw042-B33]) when extracting CID relations.

During the online evaluation, our online system used the simplest lexical features without any dependency parsing or hypernym considerations, for the purpose of returning results in time to the evaluation server.

For the CID subtask, the BioCreative-V organizers implemented a co-occurrence-based baseline with two variants: abstract-level and sentence-level, where chemicals and diseases were automatically recognized by tmChem and DNorm, respectively.

From the table, we can observe that the co-occurrence method yielded a relatively high recall of 76.5%, but a drastically low precision of 16.4%. Since knowledge bases contain much manually refined information, they remarkably benefit the relation extraction task. Leveraging knowledge-based features, Pons et al. ([@baw042-B30]) achieved the *F*-score of 52.6%. It is worth noting that the knowledge in CTD ([@baw042-B4]) seems more powerful, and Xu et al. ([@baw042-B29]) achieved the highest *F*-score of 57.0%.

Compared with the official benchmarks, our online system significantly improved the precision, but with a lower recall. However, the approach presented in this article exhibited a promising improvement in precision as well as in recall, and the *F*-score finally reached as high as 47.2%. The response time of our current results was 13 s, much longer than our online system, due to the time-consuming syntactic parsing process. Compared with the top two systems, although our system did not achieve the comparable performance, it was more robust and did not rely on the domain-specific knowledge, and these advantages would make our system easier for generalization.

Conclusion and future work
==========================

This article describes a supervised learning approach to automatically extract CID relations by using various linguistic features such as lexical and dependency information. In addition, the system leverages the MeSH-controlled vocabulary to help train the classifiers and address the problem of relation redundancy during the extraction process.

Our research exhibits promising results for relation extraction in the biomedical literature. Nevertheless, more work needs to be done to further improve the system performance. In the future, we plan to include richer information such as knowledge bases (Wikipedia, UMLS, SIDER, etc.), incorporate more data from publicly available databases and employ more powerful machine learning methods to achieve better results. The source code and the outputs of our experiments are available at <https://github.com/JHnlp/BC5CIDTask>.
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